The technology has been advancing in the area of controlling high power equipment using low power flexible techniques such as Infrared Remote, Voice, Bluetooth, Zigbee, so on. This research paper elucidates the practical realization of one such technique -"web interface " to switch ON/OFF any electrical equipment in industry/home from any part of the world through a website. Though many methods are already proposed, this project has come up with a unique hardware design and software code which allows the user to control up to a maximum of 23 electrical loads with just one module, making it highly efficient and economical.
Introduction
The advancements in the technology in the past few decades has resulted in the automation of almost every industry, power plants, oil and mining plant. The safety and the flexibility employed in the use of computers to control high power equipment resulted in a lot of research in embedding different disciplines of electrical , mechanical and mining with computer sciences. With the advent of microcomputers, techniques such as use of Infrared, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Voice, were used to switch ON/OFF high power electrical equipment .However they all require the user to be within a specified range of the equipment. Furthermore the techniques of missed call and SMS which are not limited by range of operation but demands an additional cell phone and sim card to be attached to the micro controller interfaced to the equipment , also is highly erroneous since the random phone calls and SMS from people, advertisements, customer care might trigger the output of microcontroller. Additionally, the technique of "web interface" to remotely switch ON/OFF an electrical device (in home or an industry) has been employed using a microcontroller. However it requires an Ethernet port to be attached to micro-controller decreasing the overall current output rating. Thereby limiting the number of loads that can be controlled and enhancing the cost if one desire to increase the number of loads.
This project works towards the use of a microprocessor Raspberry Pi instead of a microcontroller. The inbuilt Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi and availability of 23 GP10 pins has enabled to design a practical circuit without add on peripherals. Thereby resulting in an economical and efficient module. Furthermore a unique method has been proposed and successfully implemented to interface the web and the microprocessor. It allows the user to open a website and switch ON/OFF the desired equipment at his house say a Bulb, or Fan, AC, Water Pump etc from any part of the world.
Problem Statements
The following are the major six problem statements the entire research has been broken down into: 1)Design a controllable low power switch which makes or breaks a high power circuit. (discussed in section 3.2) 2)Interface the low power switch to the Microprocessor pin. .
(discussed in section 3.2) 3)Code the processor to output HIGH or LOW at the pin which feeds the low power switch. 
Method and Realization

Overview
The figure-1 describes briefly the procedure followed to switch ON/OFF an electrical device at your house/industry from any part of the world using a smart phone, laptop or any internet enabled device. The user has to search the URL of website from any electronic gadget using a web browser and after successful authentication the user is directed to a page which display the list of appliances installed in the house or factory. The user can then select to switch ON or switch OFF a particular device say a Bulb from the list and the same is updated into the MySQL database. The microprocessor now reflects the changes in the database and executes a file to output a high or low at one of its pin where that desired appliance -Bulb is interfaced. The pin of the micro-processor which outputs a high (3.3v) or low (0v) depending on the execution of a file, is interfaced to the high power appliance (bulb) using a switching circuitry which will be discussed in the section 3.2(hardware implementation). In the nutshell the execution of a file to output a high/low at the pin is governed by the changes in the database of the webserver which reflects the need of a user to either switch ON or switch OFF a particular equipment. The algorithm followed to code at the web server has been explained in section 3.3.1
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Hardware Realization:
This section addresses the problem statements 1 and 2 from the section 2.0.The hardware implementation requires the processor Raspberry Pi2, Low power switching circuitry using opto coupler & relay and the appliance which is to be controlled such as C.F.L, Bulb and Fan etc. The software schematics is as shown in figure 2. For sake of simplicity circuit for only three pins are shown, it is to be noted that all the 23 pins has the same interface circuit
As Raspberry pi 2 comprises 23 General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins which can be utilize to perform input output operations, these pins provide the voltage in the range 0V to 3.3V at each pin and exceed in currents and voltages leads to damage the Raspberry pi, to overcome this problem a low power switching circuitry is designed using Opto coupler, MOSFET and Relays.
A HIGH output (of 3.3v) at GPIO , forward biases the internal LED of opto-coupler which in turn saturates the transistor coupled optically to the LED, eventually a threshold voltage applied to the MOSFET allows the excitation of relay coil. Upon excitation, the high power circuit consisting the appliance (Bulb) drives the power from household phase. Similarly, LOW output (of 0v) at GPIO, deactivates the opto coupler. Since the gate to source voltage is now zero, the MOSFET is derived from saturation to cutoff region de-energizing the relay coil. Following which the high power circuit gets open circuited.
Any fluctuation in the high power circuit due to damage in relay or MOSFET does not get reflected on the raspberry pi because of the use of opto coupler. Further a resistor R1 in series has connected with the opto coupler to limit the current from the pin to a safer value. 
Software Implementation:
The implementation of the algorithm to interface the microprocessor pins and the website can be divided into two parts. These sections deal with the problem statements 5 and 6 mentioned in section 2.0 Problem Statements. 1) Server Side Algorithm.
2) Processor Side Algorithm.
Server Side Algorithm
The user need to have a valid public domain registered with a web hosting service which provides complete access to PHP Scripting ,MySQL Database, SSH support. The figure-3 shows the method to be followed for coding at the server side 1)The user creates a webpage consisting of an HTML/CSS form tag <Select> with two option values as ON and OFF. 2)The user has to then create database using SQL/MySQL which can hold a character value. 3)A code scripted in PHP has to be then written to link the database to the HTML form which is explained below in point 4. 4)Whenever the user wants to switch ON a device, he simply selects the ON option and press the submit button. This results in the updating a value "ON" in this database. If the existing value is "OFF" in the database, it is updated to "ON "If the existing value and the new value is same then it does not make any change and returns the status of the device. Similarly the OFF option can also be interpreted from the figure-3. The following are the names of the files to be written in the public_html folder of your account. The code for each file has been provided in the section 3.3.3.
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1) Default.php 2)Proceed.php 3)link_db.php Note:-For the sake of simplicity code for only one pin has been given. For multiple entries up to 23 electrical devices the same code with different variables can be written in the files Proceed.php and Link_db.php.
Processor Side Algorithm
After successful installation of operating system (Raspbian) In the Raspberry Pi open the command terminal and follow the procedure below:-1)Create two files of python code to access a single GPI0 pin. One file TION.py to output a HIGH voltage at the pin and TIOFF.py to output low voltage at the pin (T1ON.PY, T10FF.PY files are coded in section 3.3.3). 2)A PHP script to link the terminal of RPI and the web database has to be written, the algorithm depicted in the figure 4 and explained as :
The microprocessor keeps checking the value from the database for every specified time interval, and executes python files accordingly. for instance if the value in the web database is ON , the processor checks the previous status of pin and if LOW then a file to output HIGH voltage to the pin is executed otherwise ignores execution since the previous status is already HIGH . Similarly the OFF condition can be interpreted from the figure 4. 
Experimental Results
The implementation of both server side and processor side scripting results in the successful interface of the web database to the microprocessor. Now any person can search the URL of the website from his phone or PC and upon authentication has the access to the appliance.
The practical test results depicted from figure 5 (a) to figure 5(d) confirms the working of the hardware and software realization and the viability of the method proposed to switch ON/OFF any electrical equipment at home/industry using a website no matter where the user is. 
Conclusion
In this Paper the switch control of Electrical appliances through a web interface has been successfully developed. This is proved by the experimental results where in a user had used a web portal to switch ON or OFF a particular device at his house or industry. The paper provides a practical realization of a self-proposed method allowing a safe operating of 23 electrical loads using a single module. Consequently a great deal of research has been done in hardware designing and scripting to address the various problem statements encountered during the process. 
